
Traffic control: Google’s 
tracking tools
Chris Baker continues his series on effectively using search engines with a closer 
look at how using Google Analytics can contribute to the success of  your practice  

In my last article I concentrated on the 
‘paid for’ end of  the Google process. 

Well, what if you don’t get involved in 
pay-per-click (PPC) advertising but still 
want to know how Google will be relevant 
to you and your practice? If you don’t pay 
Google (directly), then there are still two 
very important areas in which the search 
engine can be integral to the success of your 
practice:
1. Google Analytics
2. Search engine optimisation.

In this article, I am going to focus on 
Google Analytics.

WhaT is GooGle analyTics?
Google Analytics is a detailed website 
analytical package that Google provides free 
of charge (there is a premium version for 
a fee) that enables businesses to track web 
traffic and gain insightful information into 
what visitors are viewing and for how long.

A better way to put it would be that it’s a 
veritable goldmine for the small business! 

The problem with almost all kinds of PR 
and marketing in the past is that it has been 
difficult to measure whether they have been 
successful or not. There is an old joke in 
marketing circles that 50% of all the money 
spent on advertising is wasted, but no one 
knows which 50%. Sure, we’ve been able 
to put codes on adverts and to prime team 
members so that they ask where patients 
heard about you, but it has never been an 
exact science. Until now.

Google Analytics can tell you which site 
referred the traffic so you know if any online 
advertising is delivering traffic. It will tell 
you which the popular pages of your site 
are, and which could do with a little work. It 
tells you where people leave your site. You 
can even set up goals that allow a number 
of different processes to be carried out 
before they notch up the goal in question. 
Through the use of landing pages it can 
even make your offline advertising much 
more effective.

To get Google Analytics on to your 
website, all you need is a small piece of code 
that your web developer can add to the site.
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this field, so let’s keep it reasonably simple 
and cover some useful basics that you can 
put into practice on your website. You will 
arrive at a page that looks like Figure 2. Be 
warned: this may be a little overwhelming if 
you have not seen Google Analytics before! 

The homepage
The Google Analytics homepage (see Figure 
2) will give you headline data such as total 
number of visitors and average time on the 
site. This is really useful. If you are a dental 
practice in Galway and you are receiving a 
lot of traffic from Australia, it’s unlikely to 
translate into a lot of new patients. Make 
sure that any promotional activities you are 
carrying out are locally-focused. 

Other key parts of this section include:
• New versus returning. Who is coming to 
the site for the first time and who is coming 
back?
• Engagement. This splits the visitors into 
the time that they spent on the site 
• Are they viewing your site on a mobile 
device? I would hope that your website is 
optimised for both tablet and smartphones. 
However, when viewing a site on a mobile 
device, many visitors want a different 
experience – they are usually just looking 
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Figure 1: How to find Google Analytics Figure 2: The Google Analytics homepage
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for contact details, maps and short punchy 
information.

Traffic sources overview 
It is vital to be familiar with the traffic sources 
overview so that you can plan any future 
marketing more effectively (see Figure 4). 
This section will give you a split of:
• Search traffic – who used Google (or 
another search engine) to find your website?
• Referral traffic – who clicked through to 
your website via a link elsewhere?
• Direct traffic – who typed in your website 
address?
• Campaigns – who clicked on one of your 
Google PPC advertisements?

It also displays the top 10 search terms that 
people used to find you – pay close attention 
to these, as they are not always what you 
might expect. If you are doing PPC adverts 
then ensure that they reflect these and even if 
you aren’t, the text on your homepage needs 
to reflect the most common searches.

Referral traffic overview
If you click on ‘sources’ and then ‘referrals’ 

(see Figure 5), this will give you a report 
that tells you which sites have been referring 
traffic and how it has been performing. Keep 
this report handy if you are advertising 
online and want to know if it has been 
working or not.

Content overview
The content overview will give you a 
breakdown of the pages that your visitors 
are reading on the site (see Figure 6). As 
you can imagine, this will quickly tell you 
if what you feel is an important page of the 
website is performing or not. 

On a typical site, the homepage will be 
the most well-read and next is quite often 
the price list if you feature one. Ideally, 
you would like to see the contact page 
near the top along with any thank you 
page that may be featured after people 
email you. This illustrates that people are 
viewing information and then getting in 
touch. If the contact page is not in the top 
five pages visited, I would be concerned 
that the website is not performing as it 
should be.

maKinG a difference 
I hope this article has given you a brief 
overview of some of the free tools that 
Google Analytics offers to assist you in 
communicating more effectively with your 
patients and potential patients. 

Use Google Analytics often and you 
can make small and subtle changes to your 
website that will make a big difference to 
your bottom line. id

Chris Baker will be speaking at Identex, taking 
place in Dublin over 27 and 28 September. 
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www.thegatheringireland.com/identex or call 
+44 (0) 1923 851777.
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Figure 3: Audience overview Figure 4: Traffic sources

Figure 5: Referral traffic Figure 6: Content overview
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